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„Splash“ something cold, wet

in Anton‘s eyes. In the water lay

and terribly unpleasant had land-

a big, slimy jellyfish. Anton was

ed on Anton‘s neck. He turned

shaking in disgust.

around quickly. In the distance,
two big boys were playing in the
shallow water.

He didn‘t go to the boys to complain, but instead he went to find
his grandfather, who was sat in

Both laughed and pointed their
fingers at him. Tears welled up

the warm sand at the top of the
beach reading a book.
Anton was small, thin and always had messy hair. His grandpa was old, wiry and tanned with
a bushy grey beard. They were
spending the summer together in their „house by the
sea“, a crooked old white
cottage on the coast.
Grandpa treated him fairly. He believed that children
understood most things and
that you didn‘t need to talk
to them in simple words.
And that‘s why Anton liked
spending summers with him.
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Anton sat down next to Grandpa
on the blue beach towel and hid
his face in his arms. He looked
down and stared at the pattern of
the cloth, wiggling his toes in the
sand.
„I have seen flying fish, but I have
never heard of flying jellyfish before!“ muttered Grandpa. Anton
had to smile. „Oh Grandpa, why
is everyone always so mean?“ he
asked a little desperately. „I‘m not
sure that the boys over there understand how terribly they have
treated a living creature!“ „Living
creature...?“, Anton hesitated,
surprised at his grandfather‘s
choice of words. „Think about it!
Was the situation worse for you or
the jellyfish?“ grandpa asked his
grandson.
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They had lunch together back in

„Look Anton, there are several

the cottage by the sea. As they sat

different species of jellyfish here

at the table, Anton looked out to

and they are all slightly different.“

the sea and said „Grandpa, jellyfish are strange animals. They
feel like jello. They live in the sea,
but they are not really fish. ...I find
them disgusting! And what do
they do anyway? What are they
good for? Are jellyfish dangerous?“, Anton asked slightly worried, remembering that his mother
had previously forbidden him to
touch jellyfish.
„I don‘t know exactly. How
about the two of us trying to find
out together,“ replied grandpa as
he stood up. He went to the blue
shelf on the back wall of the
living room. He picked out different books and brought them back
to the table.
First, he opened a big book with
lots of old-looking drawings in it.
Grandpa was looking for a particular page.
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Anton leaned closer over the

sofa and snoring. Anton often

drawings. „Jellyfish are really

played in the garden or on the

beautiful when you look at them

beach during this time. Today, cu-

closely“ he marveled, „just like

riosity made him stay at the table

works of art“. „The pictures in this

and he opened the other books

book were drawn by a famous

that Grandpa had fetched.

zoologist over 100 years ago. His
name was Ernst Haeckel and he

One of them contained a picture

lived in Germany“ said Grandpa.

of a jellyfish where the individual

„It would be nice if people actual-

body parts were labeled. There

ly took the time to look closely at

was an umbrella and tentacles,

animals“ he said with a deep sigh,

even a mouth. In another book

„maybe then they might appre-

Anton read really something

ciate the beauty of creatures and

frightening. It said in big black

protect them“. Grandpa loved

text: „The most poisonous animal

nature. He had a good heart and

in the world is not a snake or a

he was often annoyed by the lack

scorpion, but a jellyfish!

of consideration people showed
for animals and plants. „But I‘m
pretty sure that jellyfish are harmless to us humans,“ he reassured
his grandson before getting up
from the table.
After dinner, Grandpa always
took a moment „to rest his eyes“,
which he did by sleeping on the

ing cells that contain the poison.

some people even eat them. Did

Can you explain it to me?“ „Jelly-

you know that?“, Anton asked.

fish belong to a group of animals

„No, really? I can‘t even begin to

called the Cnidarians. They all

imagine what it tastes like“ said

have small capsules under the skin

Grandpa. „It says here, that jelly-

on their tentacles with an exten-

fish have only one orifice, so their

sion to the outside.“ „You mean

mouth and butt are in the same

like a small stalk sticking out of the

place“ reported grandfather.

jellyfish‘s skin?“ asked Anton. „Yes,

„Well, the jellyfish must be glad

exactly. If another animal that

that it doesn‘t have a nose other-

the jellyfish wants to eat touches

wise the smell would be unbear-

this stalk, it shoots off a stinging

able!“ the boy said and they both

thread“ explained Grandpa. „Like

laughed out loud.

an arrow that is shot and sticks
Full of panic, he shook the sleep-

in the world with 5000 stinging

ing man: „Grandpa, jellyfish are

cells full of poison!“ said Grandpa.

poisonous!“ he exclaimed. „Do

„But look, a few lines further on it

you think we should go to the

also says that this type of jellyfish

hospital?“. Anton appeared so

lives in Australia, so you won‘t find

worried that his grandpa quickly

it in the sea around here“ the old

pulled himself together and took

man reassured Anton. „The book

him in his arms. „Show me where

also says that the vast majority

you read this,“ he said. Anton

of jellyfish are harmless to us hu-

pointed to the page in the book.

mans and their poison feels more

„You‘re absolutely right Anton, it is

like being stung by nettles“. Anton

called a Sea Wasp jellyfish and it is

felt better already. „Grandpa, I

one of the most poisonous jellyfish

don‘t really understand the sting-

into the skin of the other animal!“

The sun was starting to set and

exclaimed Anton. „Then he gets to

as the old man got up from the

feel the jellyfish‘s poison!“ „But…I

table, he said „You‘ve been very

can‘t be prey for the jellyfish as I‘m

busy Anton, I am proud of the re-

way too big!“ said Anton. „They

search you have done on jellyfish.

also use it to protect themselves

You‘re going to make a really sci-

from enemies that might want to

entist when you grow up!“ „Thank

eat them“ Grandpa said.

you for the compliment!“ said
Anton grinning from ear to ear.

The two of them spent the rest

„But I didn‘t quite understand the

of that afternoon looking through

thing with the babies!“ he whis-

the books. „Look Grandpa! Jelly-

pered quietly, feeling embar-

fish are 95-99% water and in Asia

rassed.
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It was very quiet in the house

mans. The cell becomes a small

when Grandpa and Anton sat

larva called a planula larva. It can

down that evening in the worn-

swim around in the sea looking

out armchair to drink their warm

for food and growing slowly. The

milk and honey. „Didn‘t you have

larva looks for a safe place on the

another little problem with the

seafloor, for example on stones

jellyfish making babies?“ grinned

or coral, and sticks to it.“ Anton

Grandpa. Anton loved their

looked at his grandpa‘s drawing

evening ritual of squeezing onto

and was surprised to discover

the armchair together and read-

that the larva had changed into

ing book.

something that looked completely different. „And that is called a

Today, instead of reading,

polyp?“ he asked. „That‘s right,“

Grandpa brought a piece of pa-

the old man continued „it trans-

per and a pencil. He drew and

forms into a polyp, which consists

explained to Anton how jellyfish

of a stem and small tentacles at

made babies. „With jellyfish, there

the top of its body that it uses to

are males and females who re-

catch food like a fishing rod“ he

lease sperm and eggs into the

explained. „Next, something else

seawater at the same time“ he

special happens. It stretches its

said. „So, it‘s similar to humans?“

body and releases „slices“ of tiny

Anton asked. „Yes,“ Grandpa

medusas.“ „They look like jellyfish

replied „both humans and jel-

swimming on their heads,“ Anton

lyfish produce a fertilized egg“.

grinned. „I guess they will grow

„However,“ said Grandpa „from

bigger and become adult jelly-

that point onwards everything is

fish“ he correctly assumed and

completely different from us hu-

watched as Grandpa completed

the drawing.
That evening

„And the wonderful thing
is, now the cycle can start again

Anton went to bed tired, satisfied

from the beginning,“ said Grand-

and full of good.

pa, concluding his little talk.
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hiked in the coun-

they reached a place where the

tryside or simply

cliffs came very close to the sea

relaxed and chat-

and it was here that they discov-

ted in the wooden

ered something that made Anton

chairs in the gar-

feel terribly sad. In a ball of sea-

den.

weed they saw a dead bird with
plastic packaging wrapped tightly

On windy days,

around its neck. The lifeless bird

Grandpa and

was small, with black and white

Anton avoided the

feather and a bright red beak.

beach because the
fine sand burned

Anton was at a loss for words.

their skin and eyes.

Grandpa knelt down and said

After two unusually

very softly, „Poor little tern.“

windy days, Anton
began to get bored.
„How about walking
over to the little bay
today?“ Grandpa suggested to improve his grandson‘s
bad mood.
The
weather stayed

Anton and Grandpa‘s summer at
the seaside rolled along.

„We could swim now that the

mostly fine and so the two of them

wind is calmer.“

spent a lot of time exploring

So, the two of them set off

nature around them. They went

equipped with their swimming

swimming at the beach to swim,

trunks. After half an hour‘s walk
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The rest of the way to the bay
they were both very quiet and
Anton felt miserable. But when
they arrived at the sheltered
bathing place swimming was
out of the question. The water in
the bay glowed orange because
the sea was full of jellyfish! Both
of them were amazed by the
sight. „There must be thousands
of them!“ exclaimed Grandpa.
„Why are they here all of a sudden, Grandpa? Is that normal?“
Anton asked excitedly. „I‘ve no
idea Anton, I‘ve never seen anything like it in all my years here“
Grandpa said, frowning. „As we
can‘t swim, why don‘t we go to
the Oceanographic Institute in
the city? They have an aquarium
there and maybe we‘ll find the answers to our questions.“
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and saw animals and plants from
different seas and oceans from
around the world. Eventually,
they found the tanks containing
The aquarium seemed like an
enchanted place to Anton. Light
shone through the aquariums,
creating intricate moving patterns on the floors and walls. They
went through the different rooms

the jellyfish and the two of them
stared at the for what seems like
hours as the creatures gracefully
pulsed in front of them. The tranquil silence was suddenly broken
by a loud squeak.
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„They‘re all about

hair and her eyes sparkled when

jellyfish!“ he

she talked about jellyfish. Anton‘s

exclaimed. „I‘m

curiosity was awakened. Jamileh

glad you‘re so hap-

pointed to the posters. „You will

py about it“ said the

find a lot of information about

lady, „most people

jellyfish in our new exhibition“ she

don‘t seem to like

said. „It describes all the things

jellyfish very much.“

we are studying in a big project

„We came here es-

with researchers from different

pecially to find out

countries, who also work on jelly-

about jellyfish“ An-

fish blooms.“

ton said excitedly,
„we found thousands

„What is a jellyfish bloom?“

of them in a bay

Anton asked, as he didn‘t know

not far from here

the word. „That is what it is called

and we couldn‘t go

when jellyfish reproduce in huge

swimming.“ Anton

numbers when the water con-

proceeded to tell

ditions are just right and there is

her everything that

plenty of food for them to eat“,

A lady had

had happened that

Jamileh explained.

started setting up

morning. „I think

partition walls and was
busily hanging posters on them.

you‘ve definitely come
to the right place“ said the

A brown fuzzy head peeked
through a door in the wall. „Hey

She took a few steps back and

woman and introduced herself.

Jamileh, I was looking for you.

looked at her work. She spotted

„My name is Dr Jamileh Javid-

Are you to come with me to the

Anton and with a friendly smile

pour and I study jellyfish.” The

meeting about the problem of all

she asked „What do you think?“

jellyfish researcher has dark curly

the litter in the sea?“
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„Perfect timing,Till!“ said Jamileh.

help of computers“ said Jamileh

„We have two jellyfish lovers here

as they walked together out of the

who have discovered a bloom in

aquarium.

North Bay.“ She turned to Anton
and his grandfather and said,

To find out if there were more

„Till is an oceanographer who

jellyfish in the bay, they walked

studies ocean currents.“

back there early the next morn-

„The movement of jellyfish is high-

ing. Also, Anton had promised

ly dependent on oceans

Jamileh that he would take some

currents,“ Jamileh told them. Till

photos that she could use for her

further explained, „The unusual

work and he was excited to take

wind conditions over the last few

some pictures. It was this day

days have caused a change in the

that the plastic waste arrived in

direction the water flows. In addi-

Grandpa‘s bay.

tion, there was an eddy, which is
a circular movement of the water

On the trip into the city, Grand-

a bit like a slow whirlpool. This is

pa and Anton had a lot to talk

probably what caused the jellyfish

about. Both were horrified by

to gather in such large numbers.“

the amount of garbage they had
discovered. They could hardly

Unfortunately, Jamileh and Till

believe their eyes, the whole bay

had to go to their meeting, but

had been littered with plastic gar-

they invited Anton and Granpa

bage. Packaging, sheets, drink

to come back and visit them at

bottles and bags were every-

the institute the following day.

where. Hadn‘t Till mentioned

„I‘ll show you how we detect and

something about a waste prob-

predict jellyfish blooms with the

lem yesterday? thought Anton.
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ways to use them.“

a big problem for animals and

„What can we use jellyfish for?“

people.“ Till‘s brown fuzzy head

Anton asked Jamileh. He had no

peeked through the door once

idea what to do with a big pile

again „Did someone mention

of slimy jellyfish. „Some of the

plastic?“ „That reminds me!“

chemicals jellyfish contain can be

Anton said excitedly „we have

used to make cosmetics and they

to tell you about a discovery we

can be used to make fertilizer for

made this morning on the way

helping crops to grow“ explained

here“. The adults looked at him

Jamileh. „Perhaps they could be

curiously and he continued: „This

used for food?“ Anton suggested.

morning we found mountains of

„That‘s an excellent idea“ praised

rubbish floating in the bay. We

the researcher, „and exactly what

have to do something about it!“

one part of our project is focused
on.“ Anton pointed to a small
basin with water and small pieces
of plastic floating in it: „What does
that have to do with jellyfish?“
„We are experimenting with using
the slime from jellyfish to collect
microplastic from water,“ replied
Arriving at Jamileh‘s office, a

talk about her work.

Jamileh. „I‘ve heard of microplas-

thousand questions about the

„These large jellyfish blooms have

tic,“ replied Grandpa, „doesn‘t

newly discovered litter problem

been causing problems by de-

that come from plastic waste in

whirled through Anton‘s mind. But

stroying fish farms or clogging the

the sea that breaks down into tiny

before he had an opportunity to

cooling systems of power plants

plastic pieces? I think it can accu-

ask any of them Jamileh began to

and so we want to find beneficial

mulate in the sea and is becoming
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„We talked about it yesterday in

be made into paper again.“

The jellyfish and plastic had ar-

here“ said Grandpa pointing at

our meeting,“ said Till „we suspect

Grandpa added. Till replied,

rived in the bay at almost the

the map. „But didn‘t the ocean-

that the garbage is being dumped

„That‘s right. Plastic packaging is

same time. Illegal garbage dis-

ographer say that the wind had

illegally somewhere nearby. Na-

a really big problem. Imagine the

posal and jellyfish blooms met

come from a different direction

ture conservation groups from the

amount of rubbish in a large fac-

directly and gave Anton an idea.

than normal and pushed the

area are trying to collect the rub-

tory! You have to pay for the dis-

Back at the cottage that after-

water into our little bay?“

bish as we speak. But as long as

posal of the plastic.“

noon, he quickly looked in his

Anton added. „Well remem-

the gang is not caught, the prob-

Grandpa got angrier with every

grandpa‘s cupboard for maps

bered!“ said Grandpa.

lem is not really solved.“

word: „This is typical, some peo-

and sea charts that would give

„So, the plastic waste must have

ple want to earn a lot money,

them an overview of the entire

travelled from the headland into

Till assured Anton that the bay

but not pay anything!“ The adults

area. Anton became more and

the sea.“ Anton and Grandpa

would be cleaned, but Anton re-

talked for a while. But Anton

more excited: „Grandpa, this

traced the movement of the cur-

mained upset. „Surely everyone

didn‘t want to just talk though, he

is not a crime like on TV or in a

rent backwards until Grandpa‘s

wants to live by a clean sea and

wanted to act.

book, but a very real one! We

finger rested on a certain point.

not bathe in garbage. Why do

must put a stop to this criminal

„Perhaps the old hotel?“ he mur-

people do this? „ Anton asked. But

gang and make sure that they

mured thoughtfully, „It was built

none of the adults had an answer.

are punished.“ Grandpa was im-

for wealthy visitors, but gradually

pressed by his grandson‘s deter-

they stopped coming and it closed

mination and they started to ex-

down. It‘s been empty ever since.“

„Every day we throw away a lot
of things that we don‘t need any

plore the maps together.

more,“ said Jamileh with an unhappy look at the garbage can in

„Look Anton, on this map you

the corner, „and we can‘t recy-

can see our bay and even our little

cle all of them“. „We take kitchen

house by the sea. It shows that the

scraps to the compost and in time

current almost always runs from

it will become soil“, Anton coun-

west to east, past the northern

tered. „Paper and cardboard can

headland towards the lighthouse
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table.
„That sounds like a perfect
hiding place for criminals! We

„All that‘s missing now are the

have found them!“ exclaimed

sandwiches!“ he chuckled.

Anton. „Slowly my boy, it‘s still
only a theory,“ cautioned
Grandpa.

The two spent the time until
dinner thinking up exciting and
dangerous adventures they could

„Grandpa, we absolutely have

have. Anton hesitated: „What

to prove it and prevent it from

if we don‘t discover anything?“

continuing.“ „We need an expe-

„Then we‘ll mark the night‘s

dition!“ shouted Anton enthusias-

adventure with a nice picnic.“

tically. „First we must gather the

laughed Grandpa. „It‘s sure to

necessary equipment. A strong

make a good story at the next

rope and a water bottle are like-

family gathering.“ But it was to be

ly to be useful,“ said Grandpa,

different.

fetching the items and placing
them on the old kitchen table.
Anton ran off and came back
quickly with two flashlights and a
camera, „We might need these“
he said. „And a pocket knife is
very useful for many things,“ he
explained to his grandfather, taking out the one he always kept in
his trouser pocket and adding to
the growing pile of items on the
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The expedition to the old hotel
began. At dusk they got on their
grandfather‘s old bike and set off.
Anton sat on the luggage rack
with the packed rucksack over his
shoulders, while Grandpa tried to
steer the bike safely over the dirt
road to their destination.
They bounced over stones and
roots in the dark and a couple
of times they almost fell. „We‘re
almost there,“ Grandpa gasped
out of breath and slowed to a
stop, „let‘s park the bike here by
the trees and walk the rest of the
way.“ They took the flashlights
out of the backpack and headed
off. The first building they encountered appeared to be an old
garage judging by the car parts
piled in front of it. „I think if we
look around the corner, we‘ll have

Anton

a clear view of the old hotel,“

hurried to the cor-

whispered the old man, when

ner of the garage and saw the old

suddenly engine noises broke

hotel. Two car lights approached

through the nightly silence.

from the street. „Grandpa, come

Grandfather flinched.

on,“

there were really people
here at this time of night. What

Anton pushed and was about to
start running when he felt a hand

if they are criminals? It‘s much too

on his arm.

dangerous!“ worried the

„Oh, no, Anton. I didn‘t know that

grandfather.
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„Do you want to just go home

He had the camera ready in his

again?“ Anton asked indignant-

hand but couldn‘t see the buttons

ly. „Maybe we should first call the

properly because of the darkness.

police?“ the old man suggested.

As he was fumbling, the engine

„Great idea, Grandpa! What do

noises suddenly stopped and

we tell them though?‘ enquired

Anton heard voices approaching

Anton. „Look!“ he said, „There are

quickly. He looked around in pan-

some rubbish bags piled against

ic and hid behind the bags. He

the hotel wall. I could run over to

crouched down very small and his

them and have a look inside. If

heart pounded in his chest.

there is anything interesting, I‘ll
take one or two photos and then
come back,“ suggested Anton
suggested taking the camera out
of the rucksack. „OK, but I‘ll come
with you!“, the old man said
before falling silent when he saw
the expression on Anton‘s face.
„Don‘t be cross, Grandpa, but I
think maybe you‘re not so fast anymore. I‘ll be right back,“ he said
and ran off.
He ran as fast as he could and
quickly arrived at the back of the
hotel, stopping next to the three
garbage bags.
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The voices were now getting very
close and Anton could see they
belonged to two men. He could
not understand what they were
saying, but he could see their shoes. They were standing only a few
meters from the garbage bags.
Suddenly he noticed the camera
lying on the ground right in front
of his hiding place. It must have
fallen out of his hand as he rushed

Anton‘s grandpa watched that

to hide. He hoped that the men

was happening. Fear made him

wouldn‘t notice it and give him

shiver as the men approached his

away, but Anton had no choice

grandson and he knew that he

except to remain quiet and wait

had to act very quickly to prevent

for grandpa‘s help.

Anton from being discovered.
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As fast and as quietly as he could,
he ran around the hotel in a large
arc so that he could lure the men
away in the opposite direction to
Anton‘s hiding place. He looked
around and noticed some young
trees with low branches. He
opened his rucksack and took out
the rope, the torch and the bag
of provisions they had brought
with them. „That should do the
trick!“ he thought. He tied the
torch to one end of the rope and
then the other to one of the low
branches. Then he emptied the
sandwiches out of the paper bag
in which they were packed. Now
it all came down to timing. He
turned on the torch and swung the
rope so that the irregular beam
of light could be easily seen from
the hotel. Then he quickly inflated
the bread bag by blowing into it,
before popping it with a tremendous bang. Grandpa then hur-

hoping
that
his diversionary manoeuvre had
worked.The men
heard the bang and
immediately started
to look around for the
source of the noise. They
saw the light flashing in the
trees and went quickly in that
direction to investigate. Anton
seized the opportunity his grandfather had created. He crawled
out of his hiding place, grabbed
the camera from the floor and ran
back towards the garage without
turning around or looking back,
hoping that Grandpa was there.
He just wanted to get away from
that creepy old hotel and the men
as fast as he could.

riedly made his way back towards
where they had left the bikes,
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Grandpa arrived at the garage

this?“ Grandpa asked quietly.

building a couple of minutes after

„Maybe we can show the video

Anton and silently they hurried

to the police? Unfortunately, we

back to where they had left their

don‘t have any real proof because

bike hidden in the trees.

I didn‘t get to open the garbage

He pedalled as hard as he could

bags before the men appeared,“

and it was not until they had al-

Anton replied. „You are right, I will

most reached home that their fear

go to the police right now and tell

began to subside.

them everything. We‘ll see what

A little later, as they were sitting

happens then. But this time you

at the kitchen table in the small

are going to stay safely here in

house by the sea, Grandpa re-

the house Anton. That was more

flected: „My goodness, I can‘t

than enough excitement for one

believe that I just experienced

night!“, Grandpa decided.

something like this at my age“.

Anton was secretly very relieved

He looked at his grandson, dirty,

to stay at home. Happy and tired,

sweaty and busily examining the

he crawled into his bed and fell

camera in his hand. „You‘ve be-

asleep instantly.

come quite brave this summer!“
„Wow! Look Grandpa, the camera was recording a video the
whole time. You can‘t see very
much, but you can clearly hear the
men‘s voices.“
„I wonder if they really were the
criminals or if we imagined all
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The next morning, Grandpa

After all, it was only because of

reported that the police did know

Anton‘s persistence that they had

what to do with the recording of

gone on the night-time hunt for

the voices. The men‘s conversa-

criminals.

tion provided important evidence
to convict the criminals. ...who

„Now everything will be nice and

had been arrested later that

quiet again at our little house by

evening.

the sea“, Grandpa sighed contentedly as he put the newspa-

A few days later there was a

per aside. „These criminals might

large article in the morning paper

have been caught, but the plastic

about the successful investigation

waste problem is far from being

into the case of the dumped plas-

solved Grandpa,“ Anton correct-

tic. The article highlighted that the

ed. Grandpa proudly acknowl-

arrest of the environmental pol-

edged that Anton had not lost

luters and the police investigation

sight of the „bigger picture“.

of their crimes were only made
possible thanks to the courageous

After both of them had talked for

actions of Anton and Grandpa.

a long time about plastic pollution

This made both of them feel very

and its consequences, they came

proud. Although Grandpa feared

to the conclusion that especially

Anton‘s parents would be cross

with very big problems it is best to

they found out Anton had been

start by changing the way we do

involved in a potentially danger-

things at home.

ous situation, he insisted that his
grandson be mentioned by name
in the newspaper.
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The end of the summer and de-

of waste avoidance was impor-

parture from the small house by

tant and every day they came up

the sea was fast approaching.

with new ideas how to help pro-

Anton was feeling sad. Playing

tect the environment.

outside all day, sleeping late and
his adventures with Grandpa had

In the final days of the holiday,

been a wonderful holiday. On

Anton and Grandpa decided to

Saturday mornings,

write about their adventures that

Grandpa had started a new tra-

summer. You have just read their

dition of riding his old bicycle to

story, but for Anton it became

the nearest village. „One should

a faithful companion and a true

welcome the weekend properly!

treasure: the story of Grandpa,

And that means we need freshly

the jellyfish and the criminal hunt.

baked rolls and a daily newspaper,“ he announced. Anton added
with a smile: „The bicycle is also
good for the environment!“. In
the meantime, Anton prepared
the breakfast table. He cut slices
of the cheese and ham they now
they bought specifically without
any plastic wrapping by taking
their own storage cans. They had
also taken Grandma‘s old cloth
napkins out of the cupboard and
Anton put them on the plates.
They had decided that every form
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KNOWLEDGE – GLOSSARY

it. It is often dangerous, or at least

Cosmetics:

rectly, for example in cosmetics

difficult. What the travellers need,

all products used to beautify peo-

and care products

Bladderwrack:

they have to take along them-

ple, such as make-up or nail varnish

a brown alga that lives in the sea.

selves.

and cream, but also care products

Its body, which is not called a leaf,

such as soap or toothpaste

Waste dumping:

holds on to its substrate with an

Fish farm:

adhesive plate. Typical are small

is a farm where fish or other sea

Medusa:

a body of water, for example the

gas-filled bubbles which, like water

creatures such as shrimps and al-

One of the life stages of many jel-

sea. Since this pollutes or can dam-

wings, ensure that the algae stand

gae are bred and reared. They can

lyfish. The animal may look like a

age the environment, there are a

upright in the water

have large ponds, large net enclo-

disk-shaped body with tentacles

number of agreements and laws

sures in seas or rivers or closed re-

hanging below it.

that regulate the dumping of vari-

this is the disposal of waste into

Fertiliser:

circulation systems on land, which

various means of making plants

you can imagine as huge aquari-

Ocean current:

grow better, for example manure

ums

can be imagined like huge rivers

Oceanographer:

that cross our oceans. Some flow

someone who scientifically studies

ous substances

Ernst Haeckel:

Coral:

on the surface, others on the bot-

the physical processes in the sea.

a famous German scientist (1834-

are animals that are firmly attached

tom and some flow like waterfalls

They study, for example, the sea-

1919), who as a zoologist (see

to the seabed and, like jellyfish,

from the surface to the bottom.

bed and seawater or investigate

below) spread and developed

belong to the group of cnidarians.

They are all interconnected and

ocean currents and tides

the teachings of evolution (devel-

Their calcareous skeletons form the

exchange heat, oxygen and nutri-

opment of different animals and

important coral reefs that you may

ents all over the earth

plants)

know

Plastics:
refers to man-made materials

Microplastics:

made from petroleum and various

Expedition:

are tiny plastic particles smaller

additives. The most commonly used

a journey to an unknown area or

than five millimetres in size. They

plastic is polyethylene, from which

region (which is often far away) to

are created when larger plastic

refuse sacks, cables or pipes are

get to know it better or to explore

parts decompose or are used di-

made
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Polyp:

Tern:

One of the life stages of many types

a small coastal bird that stands out

of jellyfish, sitting on the seabed.

for its very agile and skilful flight

Many jellyfish go through polyp

and is one of the migratory birds.

stages, in parts of their lives, before
they become adult medusa.
Jellyfish:

ABOUT THE
RESEARCH PROJECT
GOJELLY
Within GoJelly we will develop,

Zoologist:

test and promote a gelatinous so-

someone who is scientifically en-

lution to microplastic pollution by

gaged with animals.

developing a prototype microplas-

Jellyfish are mainly medusa-like

tics filter made of jellyfish mucus.

animals. Thy are free- swimming

We will address two environmental

marine animals, although a few are

issues: jellyfish blooms and micro-

anchored to the seabed by stalks

plastic pollution.

rather than being mobile.

The main results are less plastic in
the ocean and potentially more

Jellyfish bloom:

jobs for commercial fishers in off-

happens when jellyfish form large

seasons to harvest the jellyfish. The

masses and currents collect them

added value is novel, valuable

together, especially in years with

resource for the food and feed

unusually high reproductions.

industry as well as agro-biological fertilizer for organic farming.

Seagrass:

The GoJelly prototype products

an aquatic plant growing in salt

will be tested and demonstrated

water, which grows below the sea

in three different European seas

surface and can be found near the

(Norwegian, Baltic and Mediterra-

coast.

nean), by a range of stakeholders,
including commercial fishers and
industry partners.
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